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`U.S. Integrity
Is at Stake
In JFK:PrcA0e'
Bernard Fenstenval Jr., a Washington lawyer who represented James
McCord during Watergate and James
Earl Ray, convicted of killing Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., heads the Committee to
Investigate Assassinations, a 'group of
private citizens that has investigated
the slayings of President John F. Kennedy and others. He was interviewed by
Washington Star Staff Writer Michael J.
Satchel!.
Question: The Committee to hives-

tigate Assassinations has long been
suspected by some people of being
somehow connected with the CIA and
you yourself being labeled possibly a
CIA agent or CIA plant. Are you in
fact a CIA agent of any sort? fl ,
Fensterwald: No, I'm a full-time
lawyer. Neither I nor my partner
have ever been affiliated with the
CIA or worked for the CIA either
with Or ;without pay ;in `any .way,'
shape or forth:. r have idea where
the rumor started. I don't know aiiyone that knows anything 'about my
history that has ever made such- an`
accusation. On the converse side,
going back to the early '60s when I
worked for the Senate as couniet for,.
ooe Of their committees, I did • an
investigation "Owthe:CIA and since
then I have represented a number of
clients in cases against the CIA to the ,
extent that if there's any evidence at
all it all points in the other directiOn.
Q: Is it possible that the CIA o the
FBI has evidence locked War,
e Light on
where that could shed nw
the investigations into the JFK assassination or perhaps Martin huther
King's assassination?
A: It's, always possible, and there
is considerable evidenceWhich is
under lock and key in the National

Archives today which Will remain
classified until the year 2039 unless it
is declassified by the various government agencies: primarily the FBI
and the CIA. In addition to that, there
are literally thousands of documents
that the CIA did not give to the Warren Commission and did not go to the
National Archives which have never
been made public. 'A number of freedom of information suits have result.ed in declassification of a part of this
material, yet we know from the index
they give us that they have a mass of
material which has never been made

Q: Apart from material that might
prove distasteful or hurtful to the
Kennedy family, the JFK autopsy
photographs for example, is there
other evidence or do you feel there's
other material under lock and key
that could shed , significant light on
the assassinations?
,
See Q&A, G-11

Continued From A-1
A: Well, certainly from reviewing the
index of the withheld material which they
have been forced to supply to various district
courts, you get the impression that much
very vital information is being withheld.
Again, I say, without knowing what that
information is, it's hard to say,.where it's
going to point.
Q: Can you hazard a guess as to what they
might have?
A: No, I cant I can only tell you so far as
the CIA is concerned a large part of the withheld testimony involves a trip Lee Harvey
Oswald made to Mexico just immediately
prior to the assassination. No one in the public knows what this trip was all about. But we
do know that the CIA has been particularly
'sensitive with respect to that. We do know
that there were CIA cameras taking pictures
of people going in and out of the Cuban and
Soviet embassies and they took a number of
pictures of a man they labeled Lee Harvey
Oswald. From looking at him, he is obviously
not Lee Harvey Oswald, but the CIA will not
identify him.
Q: Would it not better serve the American
public to just simply release this information
and get to the bottom of the matter once and
for all?

A: The Commitiee to Investigate Assassinations has urged through the years that all
of the information with respect to the John
Kennedy assassination be made public. The
official solution is that Lee Harvey Oswald
was a lone nut killer and that there were no
other people involved and there were no
international ramifications. And therefore,
taking that story as gospel makes it difficult
for a lawyer to see why they should cover
anything. However, there is this intense desire on the part of government to keep it secrikt, and I think in any lawsuit where you
have this sort of mania for locking the evidence up you create the suspicion that there's
more there:And I don't think anybody at this

time outside the government knows what
happened to John Kennedy. I think the congressional committees in time will find out.
Q: It has been 13 years since the Kennedy
assassination. Why reopen his grave?

A: It's not really a question of reopening
his grave. I know the subject is frequently
talked about in terms similar to that. I think

that the integrity of our whole pounce: proc-7
ess is probably at stake because whether the
Warren Commission was right or wrong, I
think that the American people —'and
polls bear this out — have a great doubt asthe
to
whether Oswald was properly investigated
They have a doubt as to whether Oswald was.
a lone nut killer. And until their doubts can
be satisfied; I think the integrity of the system and the credibility
_
feterparot is
*very much weakened.
7
,
Q: Why has it talcen 13 yearS for Congress
to become officially involved in this?

=

A: Well its a number pf reasons'. One
think the membership of the Warren
sion itself contained septa
that it is ark* to be
reason they would notseriously
to give the public a lull answer... There's a
great reluctanceto
justice Warren and Sen.
think until Watergate
' belietre that their gbeeai
volved in anything of this na We?
more recently the revelatto I.,
of the CIA to kill Fidel-CW*10 ha'
of the last reluctance there is.

Q: Is it conceivable thatth_ e 'Mural],
mission — in the interests of national security
— participated in or
of 1
?

could
te
at hand.•We know of so Much key evithat was4ither' withheld or destroYed
that you get a general feeling that they had • '
only it relatively small part of the really ,
frayortitOLMateri4 • For =0;440 gilr44
,
Vey Otaialti Wrote a
note tear* '
FBI agent shortly before the assass
ination.
In a: matter of an hour or two befor
Ruby:shot:Oswald, the FBI agent Buse
it
clam the toilet. Now this was never reported
to theWarrencommission. There are Certain
people who can link Oswald and Ruby, and this material was never passed to the commission: So I think it's a very harsh judgment
to say that this very distinguished bunch of
Americans — including the chief justice of
..the United States purposely Aid: not reach
the proper conclusion:

?

Q: How long
it take thafifeirsi to
tigate this affai
r and come to some sort of a
Conclusion. Will it be' are awayilclo you
feel?
A: No, 14ml think it will be that far a
The Rouse of .Representatives had two
roads they could have followed. They
uld
have taken . their staff members, peopl:co
e
were thoroughly familiar with the subjectwho
but
equally opinionated, .or: they could start with

BERNARD FENSTERWALD JR.
Ray case.involved "conspiracY"
Peop e who were good lawyers
good investigators and start with a clean and
mind and
simply go down the same road that other
s
have been going down for 12 years. They
.
chose the latter. That will take somew
hat • -more time, but with the caliber of people that
..,„have‘beenshosen I can't see that it's going to
take a matter of years. I think it will'take a
number of months 1
the other way. 1"–f.

Q: ,Eunice Shriver, who of course lost two
brothers'to assassins, has said that she Would
prefer the whole thing be dropped, that the
investigations into JFIc and Robert Keane
' dy's deaths shouldn't be opened. How
do you
respond when a family member expre
sses
this kind of a sentiment?
•
A: Well, I think all of us feel a basic
sympathy, not only for Mrs. Shriver but also
for Mrs. Rose Kennedy and for the remai
ning

brother, Sen. Kennedy. But it's my own-f
ing that the question of what happened to eelthe
'Kennedy brothers, if something more than
meets the eye did occur, really a matter of
national coacern_an
d
their own ..04/
,
•
very understandable interest in it. . I think
that the investigation certainly into President ":s
Kennedy'S death can be done in such a
as to cause minimum grief to the family. way
And
I think there's a very
chande that this, 'r
will happen because I'good
think the members of e
theRouse of Representatives and the mem
hers of die Church committee in the Senate, ;
are very well aware of the probleni:_liiid I
°I
can't
_.•• see any reason why it cannot be done

wirnout terribly distasteful evidence . being '
trotted out in public. I just don't think that's.
necessary.

nations, what do you think it has been able to
accomplish? Why was it formed? - ;136
A: It was formed for two basic reasons.
One was to 'get the critics of the Warren Commission to coordinate their efforts. The basic
aims of the-group were to gather information .
to keep the subject of Sohn Kennedy's assassination alive until we could convince the
Congress to reopen their, ownt intreetigad,ottNr; -040.41
Fortunately, I think we'veheen very succes
ful. The subject has been kept ellive.-0113 the
„climate in the 'ioimtry changed, the climate
iti Congress changed, we were able, with the—
help of a lot of other people, to persuade themgo in with a full-fledged investigation. We in- tend to turn ever All of our ,inveritigation to
them and to give anyOther assistance.

Q: You were the attorney for James Earl ‘; ,

Pity: Do you feel that there is evidence that
could clear him or alternatively to prove that
he was not the lone assassin?
A: It is my own personalthat
belief the.

James Earl Rey . were
Pthinktnost of-us in.the'Th$1
States;:lhoiet of the public certainly, rand
most all of Washington that I know were
;ply_amateck,whenli guilty plea wee!e"xt
:froth him and be went off. tolseike,a
.see. „rxrav0thoot a trial. It cantespent
to most people and I think mait'-people'Nirere
rather disappointed in a crime of this magnihid e mantWould^ not in fact stay for a jury
trial. I spent six years trying to achieve this.
confess kurau unsuccessful, but it is
lethati4his investigation otfhe
House of Representatives would achieve ma .
lot shorter period than six years what we
unable to do ioPIC courts.

given

Q: The FBI is now Mown to have hounded
Martin 'lather: King and there has been
speculation that the FBI may have some way
been involved in his death. Do you subscribe
to this passibility?
A: I have seen no evidence to that effect ",
•
and I have seen in both the Jolm F. Kennedy
case and the Martin Luther" King case that
one has to be careful to distinguish between '
the crime and the investigation. I think in the-..
Martin Luther King case that the FBI because of its animosity for Dr. King may not
have made what we wooldszonsider their best
effort to investigate But we have made a
long jump from that possibility to the possiblity that we had anything to do' with killing.
•
It seems to me that these are questions that
gave the congressional commmittee the
'Powers that they have.-I-don't really know t ,
that speculating gets anyWhe;O:
•
•
Your Committee to Investigate Assasst

Q:,There'streen an eternal fascination with .
John F. Kennedy's murder. Do you think ,
when ok if tpe House investigation reaches its
Zcoac-lualaa. that :,0414 kaY, tq rest-finally ' the :=
:‘.:'
; .
sPeculation?

4

A: I believe that if this House committee ,
Continues to get the support in the next Congress that they have in the last months of this
Congress, that they will investigate this kill- '
ing thoroughly. I-think they will cull' out the
'pads, I think they will look at all the evidence,, and if after that length of time and
' that length "iniestigating; they Conclude
that the Warren Commission was correct, I
certainly think that 99.9 percent of the people
will be satisfied. I must say that in all honey; ty, I know of a few people who are never
going to be satisfied, at least you can never
satisfy all of them because they each have a
particular theory. And these theories are ' x
internally inconsistent if nothing else. But I
think that as a practical matter that if a congressional commmittee, and if not this one. ,
maybe the Senate cotiiihmittee or maybe both
of them', will attack the job they are supposed
, to do, I think that most of the doubts, if not all '
of them, will be laid to rest.

